"" ...The pictures made by this new process ...
KODACHROME

are a revelation

"F ROM

the very beginning of photography, experimenters have
tried to make photographs in
color instead of in monochrome, and
numberless processes have been put
forward for that purpose. The ideal
process would be one in which the color
picture would be as easy to take and as
certain in result as the monochrome
picture is, but until now no color process
has approached that ideal.
"The new Kodachrome process, so
far as the photographer is concerned,
not merely approaches but realizes that
ideal. It is as easy to take 16 mm. color
pictures by the Kodachrome process as
it is to take 16 mm black-and-white
pictures, and the percentage of good
results obtained is as high.
"All practical processes of color photography depend upon the division of
the light into three components, red,
green, and blue-violet. Pictures are
taken by these three components and
are then combined by some method in
order to give the finished color picture.
"In the Kodacolor process, the color
separation is obtained optically. In the
lens of the camera is placed a multiple
color filter composed of the red, green,
and blue units and the tiny lenses embossed on the film make multiple images of these three units on the film
emulsion. In projection, the same three
filters are placed on the lens and on the
screen a multi-color image in the form
of microscopic colored strips is projected and reproduces the colors of the
original.
"In the new Kodachrome process,
the separation of the light into the
three components is not accomplished
by placing the separate components in
juxtaposition; they are separated in
depth. The film for this process is coated
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no less than five times! Nearest the
base, an emulsion is coated which is
strongly red-sensitive. This is then
over-coated with a separating layer of
gelatin containing some dye to act as a
filter. Above this is coated a green-sensitive emulsion. This is over-coated
again with another separating layer.
Finally, there is applied a top coat
which is blue-sensitive. When a picture
is taken upon such a film, the three
components are automatically separated in the depth of the coating. The
red component is formed in the redsensitive emulsion nearest to the base,
the green component is formed in the
middle layer, and the blue component
forms the image of the top layer.
"In order to obtain a color picture
with this film, all that is necessary is to
transform each component image of
the negative into a positive image consisting of a suitably colored dye. This
is accomplished by an extremely complex processing system. The images in
the three layers are first developed, as
with ordinary black-and-white film, and
then by a series of treatments the
images in the three layers are transformed into positives formed in the dye.
The whole of the silver salts are removed finally, and the image consists
of three superimposed dye pictures.

"The process is the invention of Mr. Leopold
M annes and Mr. Leo Godowsky, Jr. These gentlemen are musicians whose names were well
known in the musical world when some years ago
they commenced the study of color photography
as a hobby . As a result of collaboration between
them and the Kodak research laboratories for a
number of years, it was evident that the work
could only be brought to a successful conclusion
by a full utilization of the research and manufacturing facilities available at Kodak Park. H ere,
there were available experts of many kindsorganic chemists, emulsion makers, dye specialists, photographic chemists, and experts in photographic operations- and in 1931, therefore,
Mr. Godowsky and Mr. Mannes joined the staff
of the research laboratory. By the complete
cooperation of the staff of the laboratories and of
the Kodak P ark Works, a task which at first
appeared impossible was achieved and the Kodachrome process is the result.
"The pictures made by this new process- .
Kodachrome-are a revelation. Previously, color
in photography has involved sacrifice; more ligh t
was needed for taking the photographs, it was
difficult to get sufficient depth of focus, some
definition was lost, it was only possible to project
pictures on a small screen because of the loss of
light in projection. In spite of these disadva ntages, motion pictures in color have been very
much appreciated, but their use has always been
limited. The ordinary amateur motion picture
has been in black-and-white, and only when
taking conditions were favorable and when projecting conditions were not too exacting could
color pictures be used.
"When you see Kodachrome pictures on the
screen, you realize how wonderfully colored the
world is. An artist, of course, knows this, but
most of us a re not artists and we don realize the
subtle colors that occur in everyday scenesflowers an d foliage, and summer la ndscapes,
where bright colors strike the eye. But the new
process has been brought to perfection during the
winter, and it has taught me to look for the
purple-brown of the winter woodland, and the
blue of the ice and of the shadows in the snow, so
that I have realized, as every one will soon,
that it is only in color that we can make any
adequate representa tion of the world around us.
"With the coming of the new process, amateur
motion pictures will be in color. There is no need
any longer for us to pretend that the world is in
monochrome and to represent the glorious colored
world in which we live by a gray ghost on a
screen."

YES. Those who do not wish to make all
their movies in color can splice blackand-white and Kodachrome sequences
together, project them consecutively.
Focus and brilliance are substantially identical.

YES-If your camera loads with 100foot rolls of 16 mm. film-regardless of
its lens speed. All diaphragm "stops"
from f.16 to f.1.9 are "go" signs for
Kodachrome. Merely slip a roll of Kodachrome into your camera, use the next larger diaphragm stop
t.han that required for Cine-Kodak Panchromatic black-andwhite film (for example, J.8 instead of j.ll) and get movies in
full, natural color. And you can make them with telephoto
and wide angle lenses as well as with the standard lens of your
camera.

YES, with the full brilliance and full size
of black-and-white. There are no lines,
no fringes, no screen pattern-only
smooth, beautiful color. No filter is necessary. The color is in the film.

For your projector-NONE. For outdoor Kodachrome-NONE, except when
making distance shots with a telephoto
lens, long range shots with the standard
lens, snow or high altitude scenes, or
shots on gray days. For subjects such as
these the Kodachrome Haze Filter is suggested. No change in
exposure is required for this filter. Its price, depending upon
the lens and camera used, is from $1.75 to $3.75. And for indoor
Kodachrome with Photofiood Lamps a similarly priced Kodachrome Filter for Photo.flood is recommended to cut down the
preponderance of red rays found in artificialligh t. Kodafiector,
Eastman's$5 twin-reflector lighting unit, is your best source of
illumination. Outdoor exposure instructions are packed with
each roll of Kodachrome. Indoor instructions may be obtained
from your dealer.
Focusing cameras can be set at "25 feet," or universal focus,
just as when using black-and-white film. Nor are fixed focus
cameras handicapped when using Kodachrome. Merely observe the usual precautions when taking close-ups, and use
the portrait attachment if your camera is so equipped.

All active Cine-Kodak dealers in the
United Stales should have Kodachromc
in stock right now.
The price is $9 for 100 feet, including
processing at Hochester, N.Y.

At the present time Kodachrome Film is
available only in the form of 16
film because we have only been able to
workout the processing methods and to
construct the necessary machinery for the 16 mm. film.

Most Cine-Kodak dealers are already
equipped to show you Kodachrome.
Visit your dealer at once. Learn for
yourself how inadequate any printed
description of this amazing discovery
really is. Visualize your favorite Jnovie
subjects as reproduced with the unmatched beauty and
realis1n that only Kodachrome can bring to your screen.

MOVIE SU

As

you have probably discovered, plants don't "just grow." Soil, selection of
seeds, bulbs, slips or shrubs, proper planting, watering, weeding, pruning, and
spraying-all play their own important part in determining the quality of the
blossoms which will grace your garden a month or more from now.
Nor can the most successful movies be assembled by tactics appreciably less
careful.
What are the most likely movie subjects? Home and family, children, vacations, gardens, sports, spectacles, and events-these are universally representative. The wise movie maker will label aluminum reels with a caption for each at
the outset. And then, as fast as his processed films have been screened, he will
snip off individual scenes or sequences from these short reels and splice them end
to end on the proper aluminum reels. By fall he will have his related scenes ready
for final editing and titling.
Here are a few suggestions for each of this group of popular movie subjects.
Their observance will justly entitle you to throw a few bouquets at yourself
before summer is out.
Home andfamily: Your house and grounds; localized family activities;
friends who drop in; sports on the lawn, fairways, courts, or water; groups at meal
time; week-end picnics; antics of pets, etc.
Children: The evolution of each child from the bottle era, to the spoon-biband-high-chair age, to the attainment of knife-fork-napkin and dining-room privileges; from creeping, to walking, to tricycle, to twowheeled bike; from scrawling in recently received periodi-

GGESTIONS

cals, to kindergarten and coloring books, to early grades and rudim ents of writing,
to the painstaking preparation of grubby notes to grandmother a nd grandfather;
from rubber tub baths, to big tub regattas, to shower acrobatics, to tentative toe
clippings at the shore, to water-wing launchings, to early struggles at dog-paddling,
to the first solo.
Vacations: A chronological record of the preparations for the journey, the
study of time-tables or cruise folders, the accumulation of equ ipm ent, the departure from home, the start from station or dock, highlights of the journey, high
spots of the holidays, farewells to vacation-made friends.
Gardens: A biological record to include catalog scanning, preparation of soil,
planting, first sprouts, weeding, early blossoms, picking th e flowers, arrangin g
them in living and dining-rooms.
Sports : A seasonal record of local goings on at the country club, beach, track,
field, stad ium.
Spectacles and events: The absorbing panorama of the circus, parades,
dedications, ceremonies, fires, etc.
And through them all, there should be a pleasing variety of camera angles,
and distance, medium, and close-up shots-especially close-ups. Watch for interesting continuity, but remember that much of th is vitally necessary ingred ient
can be added later over splicing block. And if you've a 16 rum. camer·a of 100-foot
capacity, use Kodachrome Film at every opportunity. You can splice these color
bits between black-and-white seq uences,
and add spice and beauty to yo ur shows.

A MAY-JUNE MOVIE
TO MAKE

The Nervous Wreek
This d epartme nt uj the News has made
a hit. Hundre d s of movi.e 1nake rs have
found these little skits s upply just the
ideas they've wanted for the filmi.ng of
friends and family. This month's sugges tion is bui.lt a round a simple bit of cine lnatic legerdemain- reverse action. This
amusing effect is obtained by merely
operating the camera upside down for
those scenes in which you desire re·v ersed
acti.on- and then, when your films have
bee n processed, cutting those scenes ou.t
of the reel, reversing them end for end,
and splicing them back into position.
Just spin 16
scenes around so that
the same side of the film remai.ns facing
you. With 8 mm . fil rn, however, y ott must
tnrn the scenes over as well as reverse
them end for end, so that the sprocket
holes are on the proper side . Thi.s will
necessitate a slight adjustment of focus
when proj ecting.

O

UR hero is propped up in bed, holdin g a
match to his cigarette with a trembling
hand. His wife, in close-up, is shown anxiously
telephoning the famil y doctor.
The doctor nods wisely and asks for further
symptoms. She continues ...
" Why-he kicked the eat down s tairs because it stamped around too much .. .
The doctor purses his lips. In the bedroom the
nervous wreck tamps out his ha lf consumed
cigarette and promptly lights another. The wife
continues ...
. . . and h e set a bear trap for the ncighbor's dog ... "
The doctor raises an eyebrow at thi s news.

WRECK

and even the children arc afra id of
him . You've s imply got to do something."
The doctor glances at his watch, a pparently
says "I'll be right over," an d hangs up.
The patient is by now playing so litaire. At his
wife"s un a nnounced entrance he hurls the cards
cei lingward and she precipitously retreats.
A hand on the doorbell. The wife admits the
doctor. He cheerily enters the bedroom and
promptly finds himself on the receiving end of a
baleful glare from the patient. The doctor takes
the patient's pulse, blood pressure, peers knowingly into his oral cavity, shakes his head.
"You've been going at too fast a pace.
I'll give you s omething to slow you down."
The patient watches the doctor remove some
pills from his case, slip them into an envelope,
and speak
"When you feel one of these nervous
spells coming on, stop yourself. . . throw
yourself into reverse. One of these pills
will help."
The doctor bids him good-bye, leaves the
room , and then pops back, just as the patient is
lighting a nother cigarette, to say . . .
"And you've got to stop smoking a:nd
ddnking."
From this point on much depend s upon your
own inven tiveness. T ypical shots: The husband
lighting a ci garette, blowing out great clouds of
smoke, being ca ught in the act by his wife,
vigorously protesting against the ban on cigarettes to her, taking a quieting pill- I NVERT THE
CAMERA AND RETAKE THE SAME AcTION FROM
A DI FFERENT ANG LE-then inhaling clouds of
tobacco smoke, waving the flame out on the
ma tch, unscratching it, putting it back in the
box, replacing the cigarette in his case; t aking a
pill, and then, seeing the mistrea ted cat, trying
to call it to him- I NVERT AND RETAKE- the cat
backs hasti ly out of the room; pushing the lawn
mower, it picks up a twig and jams, he wrestles
frantically with it, recollects his doctor's advice
and pops a pill into his mouth-INvEnT AND
R ETAKE- he proceeds to back about the lawn

Right-The Nervous Wreck is ap prehended iu th e a c t of "sneaking"
a c i ga rette .

Left- A title suggestion for your
movie of "The Nervous Wreck." Just
slide it into the easel of Cine-Kodak
it- a n.d you. 've an. interesting tit..le for an amusing movie.

laying down a nice carpet of uncut grass; lining
up a putt at the golf club, pacing up and down to
get his nerves under control, then approaching
the ball, tapping it into the cup, nervously swallowing a pill to quiet him self- I NVERT ANn
RETAKE-the ball bounds back out of the cup
and rolls up to his feet; trying to show the
youngster how to ride a bicycle, having difficulty
steadying the handlebars, taking a pill- l N\'ERT
AND RETAKE-swooping about the lawn backwa rds, and finally disappea ring into the garage;
dealing a bridge hand, flicking several cards off
the t able because of his nervousness, pausing to
take a pill- I NVERT AND R ETAKE-the cards a ll
flutter back into his hands to the astonishment of
his wife and guests.
Remember to think of each reverse action
scene as it will look when screened. For example,
in the scene filmed with the camera inverted of
the bridge episode, the guests shou ld register
a stonishment while and before he deal s the cards,
because when this scene has been reversed the
cards will a pparently be flyin g back into his
hands. And use lots of close-ups of the p ackage
of pills a nd of the guests' a mazed expressions.
Then, for your fin ale, have the patient wrathfu lly request his doctor to come and see him.
When he does the patient describes in pantomime
some of the embarrassing experiences he l1as had ,
t ell s the medico that his serv ices a re no longer
desired, a nd then, in a title, demands a bill. The
doctor gives it t o him, and a s the patient is
making out a check, the doctor perplexedly takes
one of the pills, crunches it thoughtfully. The
patient thrusts the check a t him, he takes it, an
expression of bewilderment crosses his countenance, he gulps, and thrusts the check back
toward the patient who joy full y takes it, tea rs it
up, and, risin g to his feet, dra matically and forcefully bids the doctor farewell. The preceding
scene, of course, calls for right-side-up filming.
llut this last scene-an especially entertaining
effect- shou ld be film ed with the camera inverted. The doctor runs backwards out of the
house and into his car-which in turn, backs
briskly out of sight.

All of the illustrations at
right are enlargements
frotn Mr. Gatnber's CineKodak Eight Film.

People's

Choice

ERE are four Kodascope Library
releases which were well up front
H
in the popularity list during recent

months. You can obtain them for an
evening's showing from any of the Kodascope Library branches located in the
leading cities of the United States and
Canada. Write Kodascope Libraries
headquarters, 33 West 42nd Street,
New York City, for a catalog of releases
and branch addresses; write or visit your
nearest branch for releases.
Captain Kidd's Kids (below, top)-a half-

hour of uproarious comedy with Harold
Lloyd s upplying most of the l a u g hs. No.
4177, on two 400-foot reels, base rental,

$2.50.
Jack and the Beans talk-an hour show of

Ho'v Do You Use Your Movie Camera?
Mr. M.P. Gamber, Grand Rapids, Michigan

R

EADERS of the December, 1934, issue of
Movie .Makers, official publication of the
Amateur Cinema League of 105 West 40th
Street, New York City, will recall that a 200-foot
8 mm. reel entitled "Hooked" was listed among
the ten best amateur films of the year. "Hooked"
was produced by the Grand Rapids Movie
Makers, an informal group of enthusiasts, and
filmed with Mr. Gamber's Cine-Kodak Eight,
Model 20.
It is an interesting film in more ways than one.
Planned as a comedy of a trout stream, its
producers, Mr. Wendell Patton, Mr. C. Walter
Mills, and Mr. Gamber, found themselves completely stymied after 75% of the movie was completed when their leading man moved to another
city. What to do? The unfinished film rested
upon the shelf for a year. Then its makers had an
idea- why not make a movie of an amateur club
trying to make a fishing picture and then, because of the waywardness of fish and the overzealousness of game wardens, deciding that they
have been "hooked," throwing the whole thing
over and doing something else?
Hence, the reel "Hooked"-one of the ten best
amateur motion pictures of 1934 in the opinion

T

HE "Good Shots" department of Cnd;KooAK NEWS was announced in the preceding issue. Almost immediately the introduction
of Kodachrome made necessary the early mailing
of the May-June issue of the NEws-too short a
time, by far, for the reproduction of good shots
from readers, although dozens have been re-

this nurser y epic with an all juvenile
cast, plus a real 8½--foot gia nt who finall y
succumbs to Jack 's strategy. No. 4136, on
four 400-foot reels, rental fee, $5.
]ubilo, Jr. (below, cente r)-Will Roge rs
and the Our Gang Kids-a corn hi nation
certain to tnake a hit with eve r y audie nce , young or old. Will, as a tratnp, relates his boyhood expe ri e n ces. The
"Gang" re-enacts them. Thirty minutes
of fun, No. 4146, it rents for $2.50.
Boobs in the Woods (below, lower)featuring that virile man of the world,
Harry Langdon, as a dishwasher in a
north woods lumber camp-in which
situation, t.o his arnazement, he somehow acquires a reputation as a killer. On
two 400-foot reels, No. 4150, it rents for

only $2.

of the judges of the Amateur Cinema League.
Mr. Gamber now uses a Cine-Kodak Eight,
Model 60, and with it he has made a great many
feet of film, much of which is of his youn g son,
Billie, who shares the space above devoted to
enlargements made from Mr. Gamber's 8 mm.
movie film. Billie never faces the camera, makes
grimaces, wiggles his ears. By no means! A typical reel of Billie shows him wandering about the
zoological gardens of the John Ball Park of
Grand Rapids. Billie pauses before a cage to
marvel at some outlandish creature. He scratches
his head wonderingly, puzzles out its name on the
plate (shown in close-up) attached to the cage,
returns his attention to the inmate. He pauses to
drink at a fountain, roams over to another animal
cage, peers through the bars, backs up and cocks
his head, sidles along to the next exhibit, and the
next, and the next- a leisurely reel of a boy with
time on his hands spending it with deliberation
and profit. The camera, and Mr. Gamber's movie
audiences, willingly go along to share Billie's
pleasure in foreign fauna.
How do you use your movie camera? The
Editor of the NEws, and its many readers, a re
interested in learning of your movie activities.

ceived, are now being en larged, a nd will be published starting with our .July-August issue.
Hence, l1ere a re four more enlargements from
Cine-Kodak Film which are typical of the scenes
-unusual, beautiful, thrilling-which the Editor
would like to reproduce in forthcoming issues of

CINE-KODAK NEws as targets for others to
shoot at.
Send in your original films-Hi
or 8 mm.,
either full reels individual scenes. If the former,
thread the perforations a longside your good
shots. Duplicate enlargements of accepted scenes
will be mounted and returned with your film.

AT

$152.50 this f.1.9 lens equipped camera has
led the 16 mm. field in popularity. Now you can
buy this same camera for only $112.50-$125 with
carrying case.
Its standard Kodak Anastigmat f.1.9 lens is interchangeable with five accessory lenses ranging
from a 15 mm. wide angle lens to a 6-inch telephoto-with all of which you can now make either
black-and-white or full-color Kodachrome movies.
The immediate ease of the "K" delights the beginner. Its elastic range challenges the expert.

Check Its Features,
Compare Its Price
Built-in exposure guide, automatic footage indicator, two speeds, permanently attached winding
crank, waist-height reflecting finder and full-vision
eye-level finder, bayonet type lens mounting, genuine leather and chromium finish-these features,
and its uncompromising dependability, have won
leadership for Cine-Kodak K, now obtainable from
your dealer at its new reduced price.

